BEETLE

Big Curry PARTY GAME
For adventurous people who make
their beetle from leftovers!

HOW TO PLAY BEETLE

The aim of the game of Beetle is to be
the first player to draw a complete beetle
created from curry dishes and ingredients.
The body parts are each given a number.
6 - The Body - Curry (1 per beetle)
5 - The Head - Bowl of rice (1 per beetle)
4 - The Wings - Naan (2 per beetle)
3 - The Legs - Chillis (6 per beetle)
2 - The Antenna - Cinnamon (2 per beetle)
1 - The Eyes - Chutney (2 per beetle)
Players take turns to roll a die and can add
the corresponding body part to their beetle.
They must however throw a 6 first for the
body before they can add any other part.
You must also have drawn a
head before you can add antennas.

Players may only add the correct number
of body parts to their beetle for instance
only 2 wings, a further throw of number 4
resulting in no addition and the die being
passed on. Some people will draw quickly
other players will take ages to throw the
correct score on the die to complete their
beetle. When one player has completed
their picture they shout Beetle and that is
the end of that game.
EQUIPMENT
You will need pencils or pens, paper and a
six sided dice.
See an example Big Curry Beetle overleaf
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